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National Science Day is celebrated to
felicitate the discovery of the ‘Raman
Effect. 
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As giving a tribute to Johann Gutenberg,
February 24th is celebrated as Printers Day in
India
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 Printers Day

Asha was getting frustrated and tired of life, so
she asked her father what to do. Her father told
her to bring an egg, two tea leaves, and a
potato. He then brought out three vessels, filled
them with water, and placed them on the stove.

Once the water was boiling, he told Asha to
place the items into each pot and keep an eye on
them. After 10 minutes, he asked Asha to peel
the egg, peel the potato, and strain the leaves.
Asha was left confused.

Her father explained, “Each item was placed
into the same circumstance, boiling water. See
how each responded differently?”

He continued, “The egg was soft, but is now
hard. The potato was hard, but is now soft. And
the tea leaves, they changed the water itself.”
The father then asked, “When adversity calls,
we respond in the same manner as they have.
Now, are you an egg, a potato, or tea leaves?”
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A story to read learn words to describe
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FIND OUT

Across
3. the (start) of a species
(Book by Darwin)

4. beginning of something

7. Starting of a club

                   Down
1. to start a conversation

2. start of the day

5. to start a flight

6. starting of a life
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Cross section:

Do apples float on water?
Do fish have eyelids?
Is Sunset on Mars blue?

MISH-MASHED

SOMEONE TOLD

“The best way to predict
your future is to create it.”

And Abraham Lincoln created his own
future from being a shoemakers son to
becoming the American President. How will
you create it?
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write the correct spelling

READ A RIDDLE
“A man says: ‘Brothers and sisters, have I
none, but that man’s father is my
father’s son.’ Who is he pointing at?”

His son

archery
bowling
javelin throw

 1.initiate
2.dawn
3.origin
4.start
5.take off
6.birth
7.inaugurate

crossword:mish-mashed:

read a riddle:
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